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The object of this inresti Ration was to obtain quantitative
data of the stress distribution in a panel of plating representing
the olatlar of a vessel under tensile load, in order to establish
a relation between the ratio of naxlntsa stress to average stress
and Ike ratio of initial deflection to nlate thickness.
It is expected that a complete investigation of the effect of
initial deflection en the stress distribution in a panel of nlatio*-
will provide a technical criteria to WpHAt] the maxi»UB allowable
initial deflection to avoid excessive stress in the material.
m
Four specimens were uade of i/8 ,? plate with veined stiffencrs
forming 3 panels of IS" x o*. The isocels were designed to be bolted
ling Members adapted to fit a 300,00 ' pound tenwile testing
Hachine. Roughly the initial iefletlea of the center panel of
the : odels were: sen., 1/8", 3/16" *-nsi l/^"«
The ss»oles were tested ..isinr tf>r: stress-coat technique to
determine the direction of | incipal stresses.
Sft-ii strain gages type ^«3 were instaliea ia two rows, one
at the center of the :>anel ana the other near the tranev rse
stiffenrr, at both sides of the plate.
The saoples were tested by applying Uis load gradually, and
the strains recorded at each interval of load.
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gage. from. these diasflraejs strains were obtained at loads of ?0,
I»0, 60, AG and 100 kips, and these values verr plotted against the
oosition of the strain gaga on toe plate. The mid-depth strain
distribution was obtained by averaging the strains at each point
on both sides of the plate.
From the strain distribution ci&:*r«£. f. I dnun and miai-
wm strain values were obtained, as well as the average strain in
the plate, at each level of load. Ao of &&xlaua and nlni-
aun strain to average strain in Mm m tiros obtained, and
these values plotted against the ratio of initial deflection to
late thickness.
The strain distributions at 10 kips ioac were used to check
Jata, by comparing It i' stress tines cross
sectional area with I load.
f
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It was observed that when deflection exists the strain is not
iniforaly distributed. The naxlcMK strains were founc on the un-
stiffened face of the pannl at about llM quarter points. FlM
ninijnoB strains were found on the stiffened face, diich is the
convex face of Wm panel, at about the center of the panel. The nid-
depth i AxiEu» strains were tsmmt close to the atiffoners.
The ratio maxiavsa to average strain increases aincst linearly,
within the elastic region of Ism material, with the increase of the
ratio initial deflection to late thickness; the reverse is the
case of the ratio ninifun to average strain, nil of isMM ratios
roach to unity with the increase of load.
It should be noted that the suudmsa stresses were observed on
the concave face, and that on the convex face th, stress was so si.ail
that it became negative, or compressive stress, for initial deflec-
tion thickness ratio greater than one.
1. Construction and testing 1 different aspect
ratio.
?• menstruation and testing of tanpies with low deptn of
stiffeners welaed at both sidea of the , in order Is
obtain thf> neutral axis of tne stiffeners in line with the
nerrtrai axis of the plate to iillnlils bending smeeat
effects.
Thesis Supervisor i MM li IS
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In the structural design of a vessel the hull is considered to
work as a bea . The difference between the buoyancy distribution
and the weight distribution causes a longitudinal bending montnt*
It is standara practice to design the strength of Mm hull, by
considering the vessel in two extreme conditions: floating on a
wave with the sane length of the vessel and with the crest at each
QDd of the vessel, called "sagging condition", and with the crest
adniship, called hogging condition* These two conditions are con-
sidered to be the r^ost severe manners of loading.
Tests have been mad© for many years to prove that the hull works
as a beam. The first extensive experiments were carried out on the
?00 feet transversely framed British destroyer M1 olf " in 190'3 9 and
while in many respects setting the pattern for subsequent work, they
left many questions unanswered principally because of the scanty
strain data taken below the vessel's neutral axis. In 1V30 two
identical 310 feet transversely framed B«S« destroyers, the ""Preston"
anu the "Bruce", were observed while bfin/» loaded in sagging and
hogging respectively. Mthln the past three years anuther British
destroyer, the 3 £> <> feet longitudinally framed "Albuera* was
similarly loaded in hogging, nil these vessles were of riveted
construction and were loaded by means of being supported on piers
in drydock as the water level and the internal weight distribution
was varied. The "Preston", JBruce", and "Aibuera" were loaded to
destruction when complete buckling of deck or bottom structure
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were Pleasured, multi-axial plain strains were determined enabling
prlnciwil s .resses in magnitude and direction to be calculed. In
all cases, stress distribution was found to be in generally ^ood
agreement with the classical beam theory, even for extended ranges
of loading*
During the past '*orld r*ar J I, the emergency merchant fleet was
built almost entirely by welding type of construction. Sone of these
ships were reported damaged by cracking of the hull structure. In-
vestigations of these failures arrived to the following causes of
falluret
(a) Stress concentration due to notch effect, being the notch
introduced by poor design (corner of hatches, non-continuity of
longitudinal members), or caused by poor welding (low penetration,
Inclusions, blows in the melted metal),
(b) Brittle fracture at low temperature.
These causes explained the failure of vessels that cracked due
to notch effects, or that failed because the material had a high
critical temperature, but failed to explain why well designed vessels
and well constructed suffer cracks in sucker when a sister shin is
still in service.
A theory advanced to the authors by Professor J. H. ifvans, of
the Hassachnstftts Institute of Technolo-v relates the variation in
stress to thr> arount ot* initial bulge in the oanel between stiffeners.
If an Initial bulge exists in a section of ship plating of a trans-
versely framed vessel, and this section is loaded In tension, the
part of the relating containing the bstlge will be unable to assuae its
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section of the plating adjacent to the longitudinal stiffeners will
therefore receive and maintain a disaproportionately high part of
the load. It is conceivable that the hl<*h stresses developed could
cause surface crackings, ana subsequent failure.
Several investigations have included observations which teno to
substantiate the foregoing idea. The Admiralty Ship 'welding COoudttee
reported full scale tests on the British identical cargo ships
"Ocean Tulcan" and "Clan Alpine", and on identical tankers "Meveritas"
and *Newconbia M j one vessel in each pair was all riveted while the
other was predominantly all welded. The findings of interest to
this report are well summarized in Fgure I. The stresses in way of
the longitudinal stiffeners of the welded ships, for both hogging
and sagging conditions, are nuch greater than the stresses clear of
the stiffeners. This is not true for the case of rivctea ships, and
the difference could be laid to th« minor accomodations in the riveted
joints to suit the imposed loads.
uhat the allowable limit of unloaded plating unfairness should
be is a question which needs ans*?ering for the benefit of all and the
limit which insures against crack formation at the panel supports
under the maximum coplanar loa .nticipateo is the ultimate
criterion to be used in coming to a decision.
However, it seems that an excessive unloaded deflection may be
attained not only during construction, but by growth under the lateral
water pressure or the ship hogging and sagdng loadings. For such
increasing permanent s^t to takr place under ship service cunuitions
apparently some iaitial unloaded panel unfairness is also necessary.
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FIGURE I
Distribution of longitudinal stresses for button
shell pi~tir^ near amidships for oerchant ire^els.
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but its Uniting value is presumably lesa than that which makes for
sufficient peaking of stress in the fore and aft direction at the
boundaries to cause the crack which may im* ediately or subsequently
propagate *inder the proper conditions, probably including low
temperature, or perhaps some transverse strain restrain offered by
the framing, figure II illustrate the case of increasing unfairness
of the plating caused by the longitudinal bending woment, from
observations rade on experiment carried out on the "Philip Schuyler",
Unfairness unaer alterante tensile and corapressive stress
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Longitudinal Membrane Stresses for Hog V orient of 17.4,000 Foot-Tons
1 Initial position of bottom plat'nq
2 Position undir ^irst hogging moment ot 134,000 tt tons Chog I)
3 Position on return to 20,000 ft. tons (inter- hog 2 )
4 Position under 20,000 ft. tons (inter-hog A 8c int«r-hog B)
5 Position und«r second hogging moment of 134,000 ft. tons (bog A")
Deflection Profile of Bottom Plating
Midway Between Two Frames Amidships
Bottom Plating Behavior on the PHILIP SCHUYLER

2«1 Design of the Teat Action
The aeaign of the test section v&s governed by the following
practical considerations*
a) The load capacity and sise of the available testing machines*
b) Cross sectional area of the teat section to obtain proper stress
values with the selected testing machine*
c) linear dimensions of the specimen to fulfill the selected cross
sectional arse, considering the pro;>ortion of dimensions used
in ship builuing practice.
d) Desirability of uniform stress distribution along the loading
edges of the section to be tested*
With this coiuideration3 in mind the following was done, A
testing machine of jOQyOOO .jounds of rated loud cv^city was selected,
which has a maximum destructive loaa of 225,000 pounds, one of the largest
available machines in order to reduce scale effects*
In the transverse framing systoa used in naval srchitecture,
the comeon aspect ratio is frota 3 to 3.75; these values were ootained from
the Rules of the American Bureau of Shipping. The aspect ratio 3 was
selected* and a panel of 6* x 13% with a piste of l/$* thickness was
considered adequate* Stiffeners of i/4* thickness plate* and of 2 1/2*
depth were used, avoiding the use of profiles like •L" or *T* to facilitate
the Installation of the strain gages*
With the above dimensions we obtain a cross sectional area of the
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destructive loading capacity of the testing machine was 53»UOO pel; this
was considered satisfactory.
The test section with its diaensions is shovn in figure III„
It can be noted that three panels were used: the panel to be deflected
vas the central one, where the strain aecsuroaents were made, the other
two panels being provider to obtain & -^ore unifora stress distribution,
and they were not deflected*
Th* neutral axis of the complete test section without initial
deflection wcls calculated to be Q.<U.9 inches froa the uastiffenod face
of the plate. Considering that in v&y of the stiffonars the neutral axis
shift* toward the aiu- of the stiffeners, and that at the midway
between stiffoners the neutral as it? shifts toward the mii»thickness of
the plate, there was a eoaproniae to fulfill for the application of the
load. The test sections were designed to be loaded in a plane through
the aid-depth of the plate, &nd the &c&ntLings of the stiffenore were
decreased at the ends, fm in figure III.
I Sealgn of the Pulling Mgrabera
The pulling aoabers were designed to work under the yield point
of the aatarlal at the aaziaua load capacity of the aachine in order to
ainJUise the deflection of the members and to obtain a fairly unifora
stress distribution on the test section.
The linear dimensions obtained froa the design calculations are
shovn in figure III. It aay be estiaated that the weight of each pulling
aeaber was about 250 pounds, and their cost much higher than that of the
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-ling ambers instead of having then welded to the teat sections, la
order to facilitate the handling of the equipment end to reduce the
initial cost.
The teat section u&£ attached to the polling aambers by means
II oolts of 1/2* disaster, and the strength of this joint considered
as a riveted joint was greater thfcu the strength of the Wit section; it
should be noted that the thickaeo: of the plate is increased at the bolted
joint in oroer to obtain greater strength at the joint thtn at the test
section.
1 ,3 ?fcbricfction
The test sections &nd pulling Ma -ere Ab.de at 'Saul Avery
Steel Company*, Cambridge, Me.stcachuaetts. The ri&teri&l used was
cotaEiercitl MHA ft»t 1 BM ptMMi 0; U bricft.ti.on MM arc welding. /
beat treatment for stress relief was used ut the end of the fabrication*
The test sections with sero aouiaal inflection &nd with i/8"
nominal deflection received the initial deflection in the centrel panel
during the fabrication by effect of the welding of the stiffened* The
test section with 3/16" nooia&i 4 ion was haaaered to increase the
bul^e caused by welding to the desired amount of deformation. Th* tost
section with 1//V" ncriinal deflection received the deflection of the cen-
tral panel cy lateral pressure using compression testing machine of
the laboratory of Testing Materials at the Maa^achufcette Inrtitute of
Technology, with the aid of a piece of wood to avoi-.- identctions,,
^eaoureaent of the Initial Reflections
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thousandths of an inch, fiounted in a aotal frame 60 shown ia Figure IV*
The fraae was *oanted in cuch a way that aero readings were obtained
at 3 corners: of tho panel.
Heasurcttents were aade at intervals of l/2 Inch along parallel
linea spaced l/2 inch yMVta Observed deflections are recorded in Table I
iu Appendix A*
The initial deflection data was plotter on cross-section paper,
and contours of constant deflection were drawn, as shown in the "Contour
Hap of Initial Deflection", Figures V, VI, VII, &md VIII.
To obtain the initial deflection of each test section, the
following procedure was used.
a) The arithaetical aean averages of readings taken along the long
borders of tho panel, within the centre! 10 Inches, were first
computed.
b) He: t, the arithmetical mean average of readings taken along the
tr&nsveru. centerlinc of the panel were computed, within the
oentrU. 10 inches, which is the section that showed the aaximw
deflection.
c^ Finally, the difference betveen half the Mi of the border arith-
metical aean values ana the center line arithaotictl mean value
gave the resultant average deflection of the panel. This calcu-
lation is shown on Table V in the Us C.
|#5 Stres»-Co«*t Testy
The surfaces of the center panel of each test section w^re cleaned
and polished with oner? cloth. Seat the surfaces were sprayed with precoat
;m
W*
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or^er to obtain a moot! Than the <str*<&a-coat wa<s appli*
The pracoat &mt th - in Indicating Costing ST-1203 war* manufactured
by *itagn&flus Corporation*, Chicago 3i» I-iinoia.
The type of stress-coat selected w&a determined by the weather
condition., . .ce taaperature end hisaidity changes Bay log
of the stress* coat. The drying period of the stress-coat was 24 hour
In every tost the weather condition aid not chfenge froa the tiae of
-lic&tiau of th* stress coat to !m t.t which the %Mt Mi performed*
The speeiaonr were loaded to 80 f ands in order tc obtain
a complete crack pr-.ttem of th© ft • :oi.t» The creek pattern tppearaci
only on the unytiffened side of the panels no cracks vera observed |
the other side*
An nttenpt to Hake the crack pattern stend out by using dye-
etching failed bec&use the ftim I aaolv* Mm dye and the
pattern disappeared.
In order to obtain a record of U» cr«*ck y>HOT| it was necesa&ry
to aark the cracks with ink or pencil on t -coat itself «• The neat
step waa to tr&nsfer th seated pattern to transparent paper* The
•Pattern of Cracks in Stress Co*-.t% <*rc ihflMi in Figures IX, %, XI, and
XII.
The strain gagas vera aligned vita the direction of the principal
stresses, which is perpendicul- Vm direction of the cracks. It waa
considered thz*t the strain gages on the at:. of the plc-te, •.
no crack pattern wag formed, rife ta orl sane d ea
the strain gage* on the unstiffened side o£ tl 1 te, because the direction
17
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of the principal stresses would not change thro: ".3
of tho plate*
It stioolv that the creeks of the rtreaa-coat war© not
produced at low level of losd, but %\ y starts'? vo '; for loada
above 60,XO pounds. Therefore, the orientation of the £rtx*<i^ ^ -'.£«« wa»
/ft of the principal. \?c: . ' ! '.,.'. "o- -, It-
it believed th*A the direction cf the principal stare: r. vu ngod with
the lo ^nltu.- the deflection Sbably changed vlth
the loud; tuere. -he i&easured str^inc &t laadi other than that which
causeu the cracks are not the true of the principal strains.
jfe . .....c -, Ums strain. , ....... .^ ;w bj the strain ge^s located
.terline of the panel are undoubtiy principal strains;
since by .--..-•. ~;y, the ^ri: strains should be; orient, - the
direction 01 the applied loac, and the fact that the observed crack- are
.j©ndicul;,r to the transv •. . ;..;. on all specimens supports
inclusion* This censidex^tion ia mttbm>&Lze>d to validate the
conclusions of the om. .. nt«
2.6 igj^Ucattoa of atrajn C^es
SR-a Strain. a-3 manufactured by "The Baldwin tias-
Hanllton Corporation*, Phil :ia Ul t Pennsylvania, were uned. They
were applied using S&-4 IJre-Coct tn<f«Jfcnt, follovit^ the aanufaeturer* s
instructions using 64 Strain Gu^es per te*t section.
The locations considered ideal for the stroin gt^es to obtain
the curve of strain distribution ic €hevm In figures U end through HI, but
due to so. 11 irregularities in the surface of th«
c*
mm>*LiL* Xacs :',) Jy/cv .-..- -^. . few JjIwo'j MJJiFfcfrfc l^s^aat^ r»:iJ ;o
«el«Xq ft
Hi nw in— «o»%»g Mil I© ;:^ so hJJ towi* *im Nl h&Crfl #X
rfoljfer tadi jxaAf i#: jj^^
t« .rdL'cbfiii •*» iMuiq, «tt 1 aJneo acx**v<
•** «n»edo ad*
•JlM&toaqa XXs no tal. jJtbaav--
m$ ftMMAUMJ M fcftilftftlftJBi li i;'. , -.tiSlJlH«l Bid; «i;c2iuIoaoo iJbdl
dfli-M^Oi «d£ *io anoifti-Ioaoo
TjwfT ,i>**Uf «i9v t«lo*rItenat 'ftllaTxoqioO *g
lOM Ml* jaiv >«B jBl;. „w
I m^) alalia •& aruAinaoo aaoliaool
i»tf tIH rfyjovtt baa XI :VCKfc . o avxao orii
•lit to e.ao i-Iuatnl llasa ©bo* oi mtb
strain gages where applied in & alight!} different location u indicated
by Table II in the Append!* A. "Front Face' inoicctea the unstiffened
side of the pit.to, and "Back Face" the stiffened one*
After Uh strain gage* were applied ana the cement had dried
for kA hours, the gages were electrically tested for continuity and
insulation from the p&atmj the alni»ucrt injulttion measured van I
megohms, whieh %M fit* tbovo the required Insulation of > aegoh..
Figure XIII it tn illustration of a teat apeciaen vith the strain gages
in piece*
t»T Strain Ma—arement
The testing adenine used to load the specimens in tension was
a Skjutdwcrk-Bsery" hydraulic type, KIT serial 105. Hm control | &nel
of this m&chine *nd the set-up of the equipment is shown in Figure XIV,
The strain gages were connected between ground end e switch
board formed by knife switches. Through the switch-boi-rd ? 11
gages were WH o an Sh-4 Strata Indlc&tor, type L, ttviml 1130797,
manufactured by Baldwirw^tawttrfc,
An initi / SO ,000 oounus mm used to line~up the specimen
in the testing machine, and then the load was reduced to sero to obtain
the atruiu reading Ml load, Se*t th was applied gradually,
sad the strain. fe each level . a* indie i Tcble III
in the Appendix A«
It should fee note urlag the « satlom of the load to
assure ths iuesabers at the Jaws
the testing machine was noticea, MM t soa-.- ated the
•23
K»'it>1 ,ij <




































strain reeding at sero lo*-d, dec&use of & probable change In the line-
of the specJUaeno This effect was particularly noticeable when the plete
vita 3/16" aaainal deflection was tested.
2*8 Strain-Load Curves
The recorded drains were plotted i^binst the applied load to
check the correctness of the reauingb, -m in Figures rv through
2LIXI. The3e curvet represent the gi^hleal average relation of strain
to loud at each strain gage position.
SU9 Strain Iftgtributiou Curves
Frca the ;itr&i:v-Loed curves, the strain at each strain gage vaa
obtained for five level; of load, as recorded in Tabic IV in appendix B,
Tfiese strains vere plotted against the positions of the strain gages to
obtain the strain distribution curves at different levels of load for
both the front ffcce and the back fece of tl te. The arithmetical
aean average between both faces gave the strain values at the aid-depth
of the panel » These values were also plotted against the position of the
strain gages to obtain the strain distribution at the aid-depth of the
plate. The strain distribution curves are shown in fSjppN flUtf through
2.10 Strain-Deflection hel&tionshlp
The arithmetical raean average of the ion curve
the aid-depth for each specimen MM taken m average in the
-te. This value &• different free the strain th,.t would M) obtained by
dividing the lo^d by the product of the cros
Lioduiue of slt-iiticity of the icteric!, assisting tl: rf shared
the load*
»/i> al •yutdo OjGo*0doxq * to •t*M4 %b*ol oxt tm ^albast nlanSa
•0W laalle ei.iT iflMtflMi 9dJ lo
vi 00V oolJ-Deilsb lanJjoc C d^lv
o# baol txillqqs •at 9i9v 10101*8 bebiooai «
dyvoirf* VC i I nl Avocte 00 ,s;jfllt0ei «£U lo 90001001100 »rii :&odo
alAii-e lo noltalarr oj&aiava loolriaoia $/i* j-rv>e»iqtr: aovuro oeodT .IIUX
oitisoq 9g*i almttm rfoaa lo i>4oI oj
WBTBF9 gft^^^a/fl fttrtf* I
mv ea»;» oloila doa .uita 9rfl ,ae*tift> booJ-rtlaiJu ad* cent
.8 xiboaqqA al VI aldaT ai ^erncaoi fc- ,0* jIotoI wl't -xol bonl^Wo
ol •9309 aiaile »dl lo aao.Ltlaoq odl laolayi JbotJoIq ovnr c,
lo alorol loan? tt adi olaltfo
jU9l^»fldJ-Jru erf? .el-slq arfl lo t»o-»l ioad ad* b«a ooal laoil oxif dlod
d*qeJ :.. AJLi art* J* eei/Iav alsrtti. 9At 9T«a 999*1 xilacf aoovlorf 99019*4 Mil
od* V iioq c iiijs bel*o!q O0i« 919V 3&ul*v M«rfT .laaaq art* lo
9d* lo rttqeb-blM ad* £0 aoXludiilslb alalia odl aialdo ol 99909 alalia
dsooid* VIJX z.rvjatl al nvoda 01a aovuro aoI*i/d. alalia odT -alalq
•mi
9TWO OOllildlll *lb al*1l0 9/U lO 9yrX9T9 O0OO L*olts*litfriM 9rfT
mdt al alalia e&stora adl 60 eoiat 00V «a«Xo»q» doo« 10I dlqob-blo srf* id
Xtf ooololdo 00 biirov &d* 0ml laaiollbo 02 si/xjv ui.iT .e*alq
0*1* tajsl* 09*0 lanolloaa-aaoio odl lo looboiq orf* ^ b^ol *dt yilbiv
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The jaa?ii*ua of the strain in the front face at each level
of load was obtained by t&king the arithmetical mean of the strain valuae
Icatoti by gages 7 front was. 11 front.
The lainiaum value of the strain on the back face at etch level
of load vr.» computed by taking the aritisseticiil mean average of the
strain v&luea of gages 3 beck, 9 back, bad 10 back.
The maximum value of the strain at the aid-depth of the plate
at each level of load Ml calculated by taking the arithmetical neaa
average of the atr&in v&luos of gages 4- front* L beck, 14 front, taid 14,
back*
The ratios of maxims and minimum to average strain values were
tted again/1 the ratio* of average deflection (obtained as indicated
in section 2.4) to plate thickness. Those curves are shown in Figure
LVII.
Table VII in the Appendix C contains the calculation of the
valuer and ratios mentioned above.
iall Heasured and Calculf -ted Applied Lot.
The product of the average strain, the crocs-sectional area of
the plate, and the ao of elasticity equals the magnitude of the
load supported by the pit.to.
From the curves of the strain distribution in the ctiffencrs,
shown in Figure LVI, the arithmetical mean average strain in the two
stiffeners of each .t&ined. iiultiplying this value by the
product of the cross-sectional area of the stiffeners and the tiodulus of
elasticity gives the magnitude of the It sported by the stiffeners.
laral .101*9 *a e»o*'t ad* a. I ad* lo ajtfair mmtemm odl
MVlM i i - - vilj |f MM SM'j ' uis.:tM all |MaaJ •«;£ taoJaiMi MR MMU 1ft
m inoi'i T »ayj» ^rf bo**
Lffl riM« #a asal aaad od* etc o sl* lo awlav avaJtaia; «xff
ad* lo oyvxova nsen Is:.>2*otyf*JtT.» »d* sa&fa* ^ ooiu%oeo Catr bool lo
,ltMtf ft 11113 lo «*i;Xav ol*s*a
Mtalq mW .- a>o»b bli ad* ts fti .aii ttff lo hkIm mbIbm mQ
mm Ii Um^Ih ouj pttaM •/• &•! IMJEM im bool It Jnvol dOM tl
XI bt. it M «>io.icf ± ,*aonl A a«i»i lo aoolar ajtrx*a ad* lo ayrrov*
rxov aotrlav aJUri** tytovi oJ cam.
I aa baflla*do) nol*aallab aiaiara lo aolidi ad* **al*i* bo**',
a-iirjl^ ni a^oifc oia aovuft aoodT *aaaojfc>Jtd* oi«lq c* U«£ ao£*oa
• IIYJ
•d* lo r.oXt.jliroI*© ad* ania/noo tiboocga. adi a*. IIV aXdaf
•avoda boaoJb*«oai aoi**? boa aotflar
lo oata Xaaoi*ooa-aao?a ad* ,ni.j**a ayrxova ad* lo *o«i>crcq adT
ad* lo -wu-.tiiigao ad* alavpa x*iajt*«*Xa lo airlgboai ad* boa %o*a!q ad*
•o**Iq ad* xjrf oo*ioqqua bool
t a*ioneTii*s ad* ni aotjmtzf&LL alalia ad* lo aarxoo ad* aorit
r ad* nl fila?*a oynovo oaoa la©l*aadJX-ra ©d* t IVJ erufsn a* xwoda
od* ^d aulav aid* $aXxXq2*Ii/tt .boala*do aaw a*
lo aulubon ad* boa aiaoalll*a 9df lo oata Xaaoi*ooa-oao<xo ad* lo *odb
•aieaalll*a ad* \6 ba**oqq*a bool ad* lo obutln&xG od* sevla v
los-4 on the plftte lad the lot. ry*e
fttffMMffl should be ©qufcl to the applied Io*n. This ca m was
jt ti la 60,00 of elasticity of
the outcried of , ">0 pounds per square inch, and the difference
between the applied load tna the at. & loud wes
- 300 pounds or -103JK for the piste of sero rwnlnsl deflection
5400 poundj or 9 % for the piste of 1/8" aaaln&l deflection
4000 pounds or 6.7 % for the plate of 3/16" noninal deflection
-1100 pounds or -1,3 % for the pltto of lA* nominal deflectl
The differences were considered mail and vithin the accur^c^ of
the ae&surenuints. Tho calculation is shown in ippeadix !>
; ..
.
In | '• Ml JH Lo i 1 i m :«.••» iph • t tat II |W -'-o 1>J«1 x *xo #•<
.
coit©«Il:'.a isniJaofl ex-- io .•. i .!• %», \o -;?;•.,...•• -;..» :i»uro i * -
oc *±\l "to baaoi:
lo xQMTu/oom w. ' iv beut XImb tovs&taaoo mv •auric-
Ill
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The strain-lotd curves (Figures IV through XLIII) inaicated
that the strain-load relation is not linear for the structure tested.
The departure froa linear performance increases with the increase of
initial deflection.
In the 3/16* nominal deflection plate and in the 1/4" nominal
deflection It..te there were sseasured strains greater than Z 9A$j saicro-
inch p&r inch for a load of 100 kips, particularly on the front face
near the center of the plate* Thee- lau indicate stress values
greater than the yield stress of alld steel*
Therefore, it was considered that a strain distribution
aaalyeis would provide a store representative indication of vh> t is
actually taking place under load than an estimated stream distribution.
*•* Strana Bear the Transverse Stiffenera
The strain gages used to obtain the strain distribution were
oriented in the direction of the principal strains indicated by the stress-
cot*t analysis, as explained in section 2.5.
The crack pattern of the rtress-coat started to fow* at a load
of about 60 kiptg and was coapieted by the tine the load had increased
to HO kips.
It ia believed that the orientation of the principal strains
•nged with the variation of the load bocau, ? the n,&t,nitude of the
deflection of the panel probably change^ vdth tho load. Therefore, the
MflMI -I . M H EMD0SJ9 WX
-"^teoXhnl (] jporcdi VI aancu^K) aarttfo IwoX-nlatJa adT
JaaitaJ" rutfotirrta «dt *xol xaaftH Soa e... I*x baoi-aXaita adi Jadf
ac.piaai erfi diXw aaea4'tani »oaa*no"noq -xa^alX ocrcl
•aoUaaXlab Xai
Xtnhacm 9 i\X oriJ- al ixuk ejf;*Xc. noitcaXla© laofapn "dA£ ad* nl
-orolts v JaaiB aalatt* boii/aaax dTtaw a-xedt atoXq a<
eoal iaoxl arit no ^Ii&frrci. I$|4 I j*©X a ?o';. aonl -»q d
••afjtr ac.9t&% aJaolbaJt maim** aaedT *9t«Xq ©dj lo t^^nso adf u»»a
»a£a bXifa lo saoi^G t>Sa±x, *d* ***** iwtaa^s
nol-tJtidXiJ-ait alarms a tad* bjrxsbJLamx. aaw tt ,»noleiedT
ai J.naV lo nott&olbai v*UrtmMttqpi a*o* a tblrortq blue* s^kIjai
uc?Jrx£eJtb aaantfo ba#aMl£aa a* nadl bad 'xabmr eoaXc ipiltet %ISjus$o*
arcaw acX\tod.htfalb stlatS* •lis aiaJdo ctf beeir «a$u* olaxte ed?
-aayxia &dt vrf ba*ao£bol wiLnie Xaqiaohq axti to jnoltoanib ©rtt «i baJaal-io
S ooUooa ol baalaXqaa aa tai&x£ana J*soo
baoX a J-& nvol oi baixrta Jaoo-aaenJa ad* lo rrxattaq ifo^-io art!
baaarx&ci b*d baoX ad* oatf ad? ^ oa^aXqaajo aav ban »aqW Od iiroda lo
•ilai 08 oi
Mlntl ffcflaalfq ad* lo coLtj^iajJhui Mi fcaaU ktwaJLiHl li 13
adj lo a on «»dt a&vaood bad ad! lo nol*a£xaT site d?Xv i>©sa.
aa1# «ariolet*dT mbmul ad> dfriv fumiaalri
obeervetions aade along the row of strain gages near the stiff*
have 43 iiadtoci significance. Future reference herein to strains should
be construed to neen streins aeesnred along the trensveree eentorline*
It should be realised that th»? strains aeasured in the row of strain
gages near the transverse sti lienors vrre always lover in f*l«e than
the aaxlttuw strain aeaaured along the trunsverae eeaterline even at the
load*? of 60 to SO kips? therefore, there is no IflM of generality
because it is desired to relate a naaiaua stress to deflection only*
4*3 Strains at the ?rsn&vsrs& Contcrline of the Panel
The crack pattern o£ the etret-a coat for the four pistes at
the transverse centsr.dLnti of the panel (Figures 12 through HI) had an
orientation JL44 to the transversa stiffenars* indicating that the
orientation of the principal strains at the transverse centerlin® of the
panel did not change with the initial deflection of the plate, and that
the orientation of the principel strains was parallel to the longitudinal
axis of the specimen.
Sy sytaiaetry, the direction of the principal strains should be
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the aoecia&r.,
Therefore, the strains sieasured with the strain gagef at the
transverse centerline of the panel, which were installed with their ej
oriented parallel to the lfgll it* of the specimen, ere actually
the principal strains*
£•4 Strain H Jtributton iu the Oustif- /late
The curves of .-, distribution on the unstiffened ?ico of
MM* -'-.' Jit s&h. za&i* tUttth ic •., ': <('\ . (,, : ^M MMlNWMNl
clrsMi •Mnmlri outfit •MMMOiUa&ii o«jJLt>i> « «r«4
|MlBWMM| ''- iMi M !.'. HMM JflMi
>& MM
al i-2 Nan!
•4* #mM i»f»MMtMI*JiMMM***»* fwmttf «|* * i»_ nol^^ati;..
4*4* fan* t»#aiq wt* lo «ol#6©il«6 XOtJ^i wtf ATA? »*»•£
HBInMImmJ MM oj HiJiMMf MM inivo'j io ..•••.,..,. mM it tta£#*Jw tvo u.i:
•ceialooce *>/£t lo aixs
•MMtMMjl MM It liM IttMiMMgNJ Mil M ^_rUM
>* o%« t£»«ia«qt «U ' oi a4* oi tio
the plat© (Figures 3LIV, XLVII, L, and Llll) indicated tvo
strain values at about the quarter pMltti of the transverse conterlins
of the panel*
'5 Strain Distribution la the Stiffened Side of the Plate
The curves of .train distribution in the stiffened side of
the piste (Figures XLV, XLYIXI, LI, and UV) I oed ainiaua strain
values at about the center of the panels
^•6 Strain retribution in the ffid-Dspth of the Plate
The curves of strain distribution nt the mid-depth of the plate
(Figures 2LYI, lUX, LXI, and LV) indict tec two aaiiaua strain value--
the transverse eanterline of the p&aal near to the stiffeners and a
laiaJUfcUia otrain value at the center of the panel
«
4s* Strci;. M tr^but^on ,4-u the StjLiTeners
The strains aoesured in the ftifffWMM were elwaya sealler than
the average strain in the pitta • Alt indicated that the stiffeners were
not sharing Utt lo&ti with the pl^te, sfe&tfc condition resulted frcw the
load not being applied in line with tiv ion of the neutral axis of
the teat cection, For this reason, a &hecr load between the plate end the
stiffoners existed. 1 ^Hx^nora wea cd in tension &t the bottom
edge which caused a ban-. MMMi tffl the stiffeners, as can be
observed in Figure LVX« Tho tendency of the shear to produce a compressive
effect on tho plats reduced tho tot"11* ** * the *** "* *»
stiffeners* HWnfore it is believe m portion of
the plate adjacent fetters woulu have a higher value than the
one if Iks Sti/fss)SU sus the applied load.
VJX tVL2E nrfg|H) *J>
• It bfttr
Ml* J-i/atia to 9ft
V>1 hm 4 1 LI 8 XI«JX <.IY«IX ae
« tea ftxaaftHUa arij- at -JU4f.fi Xftftbtc
2(1 ai fefuteaoar
t« «if tati* be.' *§ftiwv* #At
ur am' £$£fcaoo dojtciw t©3 .tada ton
:j«Mfa & tattjMn[ ioa-a laavt silt
oo • -joubotci oi -£ft»i.*e ori* to ym»NW » ie*tfo
»fft 1>t-3F
_^ * *»_
IftJ Iftw BMWWI I J • ' . '1 .. .
"^ £10 ' >' j - »**»*•^tWm
•&} c ' :. ori^bft st iiq e/it
q« «4t ri.^ lift ftiftv rtftaalllta »flt 12 *oo textf****
To reduce th© sharing force between the plate -nu the stiffoners
the specimens would have to be redesigned. By using etiffenfire on be
aides of the plat© and very stiff nemborc welded at the •mis or thv t«?st
section, an even distribution of load between the stiffeners and the
plate wouic be obtained,
A*& Str*in-I>»flection ftelatlonahip
Figui-e L.VII shows that the ratios of the aa*imuw stress in the
unctiffened side of the plute to the average atroas in the plate, of the
Laua stress in the stiffened side of the plate to the average stress
in the pi&te9 and of the naxinua in the said-depth of the piste
to th© averog© stress in the pl&te vuried alnost linearly with the ratios
of th© initial deflection to the plate thickness within the elastic
region of the material*
the values of the stress ratios mentioned ebove approach unity
as the applied load increases within the elastic region of the material*
Thie effect a&y be e> .is realised that the deflection of the
panel decreases as the applied load increases*
It should be mentioned that for a load of SO kips in the 3/16-
and in the a/l* nociinai deflection plates and for a load of 1~X) kips in
all of the plates, the stresses exceeded the yield point of the material,
as can be observed in the load-strain curves (Figures XV through XLIII) *
For this reason, the stress ratio curves of Figure LVII actually indicate
for til values of th© deflection-thickness ratio ana for the load of 30
kips for the range deflection-thickness ratios greater than 1.2.
re
Uolsi*** frf $sa .J-js i'i,:
"it;* OflW' 6
at ^—rtuft sd aac
- savx. ,ii^..i;.i ujblt
-sot
has c
-4.9 Section or the Plate Adjacent to the Lougi
"tdftml Wfencra
Vhon the tensile load was applied to tho tett aectionii vdth
initial deflection, the nayiiauea stresses in the nid-depth of the plate
wore produced ct the region of the p€»»©l adjacent to the longitudinal
stiffenere. The Material at the center of the p; Mally
curved, while the aaterial adjacent to tho Ion£ituul;i*u .tiffeners
was etrti^ht; therefore, when the tenaile load was applied, tho curved
fibers were unable to aaatiae a strictly proportionate share of the load*
For an initlal-de?loction»thickne£f: ratio of 1,5> *nd a losd
of 60 iclpa (I tons per square inch or 13000 pounds per squaro inch of
average stress in the plcite), the cl mi ratio of the aaxiaun stress
in the aid-depth of the plate at the region adjacent to the longitudinal
stiffenere to the average strafe in the plate vac i„275. Because the
stiffeners aid not share the load with the pltte, it is believed that
thicj value should be larger. This stress ratio 1b the stress concentration
factor produced by the initial deflection of the panel,
4«10 Center Section of the Panel
Vhen the tensile load was applied on the test sections vith
initial deflection, the aailauc stresses v . ouueed at the center of
the panel in the uaetiffened side of the plate, and the aininua values of
tensile strain vera obtained in the same region in the stiffened side.
The cental of the panel was by a direct tensile load and by • bending load
aue to the deflection* Tho sua of these loads caused a hi*;h tensile stress
in the concave aide of the pMMt (unstiffeaed faco), and a low t—rile stress,
some tiaes negative (ca&pres&ive stress) in the convex side of the ol
(stiffened face)*
attest w*
* 1*» -L>jat?l e*l nod*
.
:<!• bjjw tool
JUi od$ lo oils? IV. srci'ti «s >- x
I 1* fe Ifi •£
1 i9*?Jk£q 941 dtbt &&o& *dt vnuaia loo 12
rxi* c
'.oi »JLts£»i Ail} m
.www »««arxi9 otafrMB «eUr ,a©.
>»i* bo* ««lftlq Mil
-volgrx *M*e Mil tiiilcio rx*u ah.
b* L-oad e sJ trm $ s<aw iaaat
Jflfc
KTilf iXtifltl wci ; •' j , ir-^j'f bbMittfcMHfj Iea»^ t>»dl lo fcui:* • uo* ».niJ' ..."
nfz.lv mdi 1c obla awaod «ffl ai (eio-ilu avi&aoaqsaoo) evilftsaa »«!! MM
>o»l bensllllv)
For an iaiv •-tioa-pli te thickness ratio of 1,5, and a
load of 60 kips (about 3 tona paraqgpt* into or . pOMfli per square
inch of averse stress in t:i- ,lv.te) f the -tic of tho
oaxlmuu stress st the center of the p*fiwl in the unstiffened (concave)
aide of the plat* to the average ilw in the plate was 2.39* Because
the stiffeners dio not iMN the- lo^-d with the plate, it is believed that
the direct tensile stress at the center of the plate would be smeller.
However, the bending moment would be larger. The net effect QMMPt be
estimated. Th-s bending moment would be larger, because, if the stlffeners
worked fully, the neutral axis of the section (or line of application of
the load) would be at a larger distance ffeda the plate at the center of
the panel. 1 ted stress r^tio is the stress concentration
factor ...-odaceu by the initiel deflection of the panel.
The stress concentration factor for the unstif- ide of the
to in the centre! region of the p - is MMfc higher than that for the
region of the plate adjacent to the longitudinal ttiffeners. Considering
the big difference between these two %—M concentration factors, it is
believed that the stress concentration factor for the central region of
the panel would still be the largest one even if the stiffen re pro;:c;rly
shared the load.
This stress concentration at the center of the unstiffened side
combined with alternation of stresses, is a sufficient cause to produce
surface cracks in the piate, which in turn increase the stx*ei'S concentration









5.1 In the unatiffened side of the deflected panda, the sasiaua stressed
are produced at the quarter pointy of the transverse centerline of
the panel*
5.2 In the stiffenod side of the deflected panels, the oiaiatun stresses
are produced *t the center of the panel
„
5.3 In the fcld-depth of the deflected panels, the laasianxa stre&ses are
produced in a region adjacent to the longitudinal sti lienors at the
transverse centerline of the panel, &nd the ainiauw stresses at the
center of the panel*
5.4 The ratios, of the aarlaun to the average stream values increase almost
linearly with the increase of Initial llefteeviea ple%e ii<mi ratio
within the elastic region oV the aaterial. The ratios of the ainiaaws
to the average stress values decrease eljaoct linearly eltll the increase
of the initiai-tiefiection-plcte-thickness ratio within the el&iitic
region of the i&aterial.
5.5 The of the iafc>.i»uaa to the average stress values and of the
siniuuBS to the average . v^LLues approach unity m the tppliad
loco increases within the elastic region of the aateriel*
5«, 6 The high stress concentrations in ths* unstiffeaed side of the pieAt
(concave sine) caused by ltrge initial deflections, coabined with















6«1 ?o reuuce the sheerlnfi force between the plate &nd the stiffeners,
the tfpeciaen should be redesigned using stiffeners on both tides of
the piste tad very stiff »e»b«rs welded at the ends of th.s tost
section so a even distribution of the load between the
stiffeners snti the plate \*>uld result*
6»£ Investigations should be continued with different aspect ratios until
sufficient 4o44 is compiled to specify & au>ixauai «llovebie deflection
of pfinsls*
RO













Station 1 2 3 4 J 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 1 1 1 5 6 9 12 14 13 7
2 2 4 5 9 13 15 19 19 17 13 11
3 1 3 3 6 8 9 15 17 16 15 14
4 -5 -0 —
2
-1 1 3 8 12 15 17 16
5 -7 —
f
-9 -7 -4 _? 6 8 12 14
6 -11 -10 -14 -12 -7 -11 -7 -4 3 8 11
7 -15 -13 -17 -IS -10 -13 -4 1 6 9
8 -20 -13 -14 -9 -6 1 11 16 U 7 7
9 -21 -7 —2 -1 4 14 18 16 8 2
10 -24 1 11 5 4 6 14 18 14 7
11 -26 -8 2 5 6 7 12 14 13 8
12 *M -13 -7 -l 2 5 10 14 16 11 -1
13 -33 -21 -15 -7 -3 6 10 13 6 -7
I* -37 -27 -22 -13 -8 -6 1 6 6 -10
15 -39 -32 -26 -18 -13 -10 -4 1 -1 -5 -10
16 -39 -3'- -* -24 -18 -13 -9 -4 -5 -8 -10
1? -44 =40 -37 -29 -23 -19 -11 -8 -8 -9 -9
18 -53 Jio -32 -27 -22 -14 -9 -10 -9 -7
19 -51 -46 -43 -?> -29 -24 -15 -10 -11 -8 -6
20
-55 -49 -44 -36 -29 -25 -15 -1C -9 -8 -6
21
-55 -49 -46 •79 -30 -25 -14 -9 -8 -6 -3
22
-55 -51 -48 -39 -30 -25 -14 -8 -7 -4 -3
23 -61 -55 -49 -40 -30 -25 -15 -7 -5 -3 -2
24 -64
-57 -52 -42 -31 -25 -16 -8 -6 -3 1
25 -64 -57 -52 -42 -33 -27 -18 -11 -9 -4
26 -58 -S3 -50 -50 -32 -27 -19 -15 -12 -3 -5
27 -52 -48 -46 -26 -28 -25 -22 -18 -15 -10 -6
28 -47 -42 -42 -36 -25 -?6 -22 -19 -16 -10 -6
29 -37 -* -39 -35 -27 -30 -25 -20 -16 -9 -5
30 -29 -28 -33 -31 -26 -?5 -25 -17 -12 -7 -2
31 -22 -21 -27 -2S -21 -19 -13 -11 -9 -7 -1
32 -16 -14 -20 -19 -19 -18 -11 -6 -4 -3 -1
33 -9 -9 -13 -12 -14 -13 —8 -1 1 1
3* -3 -1 -4 -5 -6 -13 -2 6 7 8 6
3* 7 7 6 1 -? 3 13 14 14 6
1. Readings in thousandth of an Inch
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station 1 2 3 1* 5 6 7 A 9 10 11
-6 -9 -15 -17 -13 -7 -3 -1 -2
1 5 5 14 12 15 15 17 22 19 8 h
2 1 21 1*7 52 1*9 57 66 6c * 9
3 13 37 #* 76 79 30 89 6? 85 58 13
17 56 78 91 152 101* 10^ n 9 y r>3 15
5 17 63 19 95 100 99 98 95 sc kk 11
6 15 58 *j'. 93 97 98 99 93 83 1*9 10
7 7 27 76 87 93 97 100 95 95 62 10
8 8 1*0 69 8^ 93 91 97 98 9
9 | 35 66 79 85 89 98 ICO 95 50 5
10 10 35 62 78 83 83 J* 98 99 1*9 6
11 11 ^6 71 *3 •3 89 93 * 87 50 6
12 12 1*1 7U 88 93 86 92 91* 81 50 9
13 10 36 70 87 88 79 87 85 73 33 1
I* 7 3* 68 85 Wk 78 83 69 30 -2
13 5 35 73 87 82 92 91 73 33 -1*
16 -3 35 6k 76 35 86 99 76 31 -8
17 -11 26 5* 73 78 81* 95 90 76 31 -13
18 -17 22 * 73 82 85 90 87 36 35 -11*
19 -26 18 51 72 83 83 M §3 n **8 -1A
20 -23 20 62 7« 78 n 79 77 1*1 -13
21 -22 21* 5& 68 76 78 71* 70 73 1*0 -12
22 -16 25 57 n 78 79 80 78 75 35 -11
23 -17 20 52 68 77 82 8k 78 69 27 -13
-16 15 1*7 69 77 78 83 77 67 21 -13
25 -16 11* U8 66 73 71 81 76 66 22 -13
26 -15 20 51 66 73 72 77 76 66 23 -12
27 -12 29 58 72 76 82 80 79 73 29 -6
28 -10 35 6? 7U ?l* 79 81 82 35 -2
29 -6 **1 61* 76 30 85 81* 87 §1 36 -1
30 -3 37 68 80 79 86 83 93 81 36 2
31 -1 fc6 73 m 87 89 * H 1*1* 11
32 t £ 7* 75 77 80 77 75 50 20
33 2 30 1*3 50 51 «1* ft 56 57 37 16
J* -1 9 * 23 26 31 31* 36 26 18
35 -2 -3 2 -10 -8 6 21* 31 26 25


































PLATS OF 3/16" HOMIMAL MTLaOTIOH
ation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 U
X -3 -6 -8 -« -7 -6 -4 -4
1 2 24 34 26 24 28 22 20 18 6 -3
2 10 46 80 81 81 80 79 69 56 30 4
3 8 53 89 111 118 120 127 10? 86 *3 2
4 6 55 98 121 136 13* 136 120 101 49 -3
5 4 56 97 125 138 144 1*3 128 109 48 -11
6 4 57 95 119 127 137 135 126 112 47 -12
7 8 62 100 118 126 131 128 120 97 31 -32
8 10 64 102 121 128 135 135 116 78 16 -38
9 11 61 101 124 133 142 140 113 76 11 -44
10 12 60 102 125 13* 140 133 115 81 12 -46
11 17 62 102 124 137 139 132 11? 80 15 -46
12 21 70 LOS 122 139 141 134 115 76 8 -50
13 25 87 12? 141 1.50 147 136 116 83 10 -51
14 32 108 139 146 150 145 135 113 82 15 -56
15 33 103 138 140 147 143 135 109 82 15 -59
16 31 111 135 135 143 1^5 136 114 83 7 -64
17 33 105 130 135 141 143 140 112 82 7 -66
18 33 104 127 135 140 139 136 110 79 7 -66
19 31 101 127 136 139 137 127 15* 71 1 -66
20 30 91 124 131 134 132 118 93 64 -7 -65
21 29 120 127 131 127 115 88 51 -11 -66
22 28 81 112 124 130 131 119 87 51 -9 -65
23 27 75 109 124 133 138 123 96 61 6 -58
24 2? 72 109 119 129 133 124 ic6 66 6 -56
25 25 66 96 116 130 12? 12? 99 57 2 -50
26 24 62 94 113 123 127 126 99 52 -6 -52
27 25 64 n 118 125 124 118 98 52 -10 -53
28 26 65 98 113 125 122 ill 86 51 -10 -50
29 26 62 90 110 121 117 103 79 47 -8 -46
30 26 58 84 105 113 109 97 ?8 50 -1 -41
31 25 5* 78 92 97 99 93 76 60 9 -32
32 23 46 66 78 85 89 81 64 52 15 -25
33 20 36 55 67 68 69 54 44 38 6 -20
y> 13 22 37 *5 42 39 2? 14 13 -5 -19
35 7 7 6 3 1 -6 -11 -10 -15 -18
36 b -4 -7 -13 -16 -17 -20 -24 -19 -21 -18
MUMMK7 JA*1H0K *&X\e *0 3TCAJS
f l jh t i T
5" * ;
r






















JLAT2 OP l/4" SOMIHA1 D5FLBC7I0W
Station 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2 -2 -5 -6 -9 -11 -7 -7 -7 -4
1 1 7 13 11 7 4 2 1 4 2 3 -1
2 -1 5 20 36 40 47 38 31 22 14 6 4 -3
3 -6 4 31 58 78 77 68 62 44 25 12 3 -6
4 -14 1 31 77 107 111 111 91 63 37 17 -1 -15
5 -21 -4 48 98 117 124 131 105 74 48 22 -5 -21
6 -27 -10 57 104 119 128 138 115 83 57 28 -12 -30
7 -27 -15 53 100 116 137 136 137 81 50 20 -18 -38
8 -27 -16 43 100 123 144 140 119 84 50 16 -24 -45
9 -25 -19 39 95 12? 146 141 127 100 52 19 -28 -48
10 -26 -17 35 93 131 14? 146 136 115 77 24 -32 -59
11 -24 -13 39 99 138 153 164 155 126 89 30 -33 -58
12 -27 -14 45 106 142 156 176 168 136 95 35 -36 -62
13 -26 -11 62 117 14? 165 I83 180 146 104 48 -36 -67
14 -25 -3 81 126 151 171 189 189 153 107 52 -2? -71
15 -26 -5 74 141 151 172 193 194 152 104 *3 -39 -72
16 -29 -4 74 129 153 I69 190 188 149 103 46 -40 -71
17 -32 -1 87 130 160 175 188 18? 14? 106 44 -36 -68
18
-33 -2 78 127 160 178 194 18? 152 108 46 -31 -63
19 -34 -3 68 116 145 175 200 190 155 116 52 -2? -57
20 -30 -1 65 122 153 179 205 199 161 111 59 -1? -49
21 -25 67 126 161 179 207 202 171 121 69 -7 -40
22 -19 1 72 130 162 186 208 203 1?4 124 67 -2 -32
23 -21 -1 66 122 155 180 207 201 168 123 67 -25
24
-23 -2 61 117 155 I83 208 201 I65 121 65 3 -19
25 -25 -3 61 118 157 190 209 201 165 117 63 3 -17
26 -26 -5 55 113 151 188 207 198 164 112 60 4 -16
27 -28 -9 51 110 149 186 199 193 164 110 60 6 -14
28 -31 -9 44 99 150 I89 201 195 165 111 61 9 -13
29 -31 -6 44 97 144 186 203 198 170 115 66 13 -£
30 -28 -4 46 98 137 181 200 198 173 124 72 21 -2
31 -22 46 92 13C 172 192 195 178 128 80 28 6
32 -15 4 46 87 117 153 176 186 174 126 64 32 13
33 -8 6 39 69 89 116 152 161 158 11? 72 31 17
3* -2 8 27 40 56 70 92 102 96 80 49 27 21
35 7 15 18 23 26 24 29 33 26 24 21 22
36 6 1 -2 9 4 5 7 12 9 14 17 19
(U^li IA1
,;4V
Y d 1 4 c s I ftvltaH

























































































Distance from left ed#?e (in)
12. fc O.h >, 0.*
Ut Uk I.* IA
2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3
3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75
5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1
6.5 M M 6.k
8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
10.0 10.0 10.0 10. c
12.0 12.0 12.0 11.5
1^.0 1^.0 1^.0 lfc.O
16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0
17.0 17.35 17.6 17.6




21.6 21.6 21.6 21.6
22.7 22.5 22.5 22.5
23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5
Bi«tance from outer ed,
0.5 0.5 0.5 -\5
1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7
0.5 0.5 0.5 o..



















































































































































































































































































































































































































iitoiil i*Q thai e*oi«* e»l «;yi.!ik&fti al*T$8
TAILS III inued)
Strai n-Load Headings
plate of Zero Hoainal 3eflec" ion
Back Face 1
LOAD IK >OUKD3
•AfliMm 15000 30000 45000 60000 75QQS. 90000 105000
1 8-S?0 3-950 8-1035 8-1090 3-1180 3-1230 8-1360 8-1370
2 10-1265 10-1385 10-1505 10-1590 10-1710 10-1315 10-1930 10-1970
3 IO-I63C 10-1300 10-19* 5 12-70 12-220 12-350 12-48*; 12-620
A 10-1370 10-1930 12-90 12-165 12-260 12-335 12-420 12-580
2 10-450 10-430 10-415 10-390 10-380 10-355 10-325 10-230
C 12-000 10-1980 10-1965 10-1935 10-1920 10- in-18«5 10-1315
D 10-1900 10-1905 12-0000 12- 12-170 12-2^5 12-33C 12-490
4 12-340 12-510 12-690 12-325 12-935 12-1130 12-1235 12-1415
| 10-11 10-1310 10-1480 10-1630 10-1845 10-1950 12-105 I2-23O
6 10-1900 10-1980 12-170 12-340 12-530 12-705 12-875 12-1090
7 10-835 10-975 lC-1130 10-1280 10-1445 10-1600 10-176C 10-1930
8 12-420 12-525 12-670 12-810 12-970 12-1120 -1270 12-1445
9 3-1410 3-1525 3-1650 8-1790 S-19*C 10-100 10-245 10-380
10 10-1650 IO-1760 10-1390 12-30 12-195 12-345 12-490 12-670
11 10-1770 IO-1900 12-40 ia-] 12-340 12-500 12-655 12-825
12 10-1710 10-1350 12-15 12-170 12-340 12-500 12-665 12-930
13 10-176* IO-1930 12-90 12-250 12-415 12-570 12-735 12-390
14 12-180 12-330 l'-4?0 12-610 12-745 12-3.30 12-1020 12-1145
II 10-540 10-630 10-690 10-750 10-820 10- 10-940 10-ic 30
? 10-14
'
10-1475 10-; 10-1415 IO-I39O 10-1360 10-13 10-1230
o 10-1460 10-1470 10-1455 10-1420 10-1415 10-1400 10-1370 10-1335
12-10C 12-200 12-280 12-340 12-425 12-490 12-565 12-650
15 10-139c 10-1530 1650 10-1765 IC-1390 12-10 12-145 12-280
16 12-465 12-505 12-520 12-550 12-595 12-630 12-630 12-740
17 10-1315 10-1410 10-1490 10-1570 10-1655 10-1750 10-1845 10-1940
18 12-010 12-200 12-360 12-515 12-670 12- 12-980 12-1640
19 1C-1T 10-1 49c 10-1660 10-1300 IO-1965 12-115 12-270 12-560
20 10-1-'- 10-1630 10-1790 10-1950 12-110 12- 12-415 12-545
21 12-370 12-520 12-660 12-310 12-97C 12-1110 12-1260 12-1375
22 10-1730 10-1390
-55 12-225 12-410 12-575 •750 12-330
23 10-1140 10-1285 1*30 10-1590 10-1770 10-1935 12-110 12-240
24 10-1400 10-1550 10-1690 10-1850 12-30 12-190 370 12-545
25 10-530 10-670 10-31^ lc-965 10-1125 10-1300 10-1465 lC-1735
26 10-1980 12-120 12-250 12-390 W-535 12-690 12-340 12-1010
27 10-1710 10-1335 10-1950 12-90 12-220 12-355 l>-495 12-1395
28 12-270 12-405 12-520 12-650 12-735 12-915 12-1050 12-1785















mm 3^h 20000 15000 500OO
1 12-1930 14-600 14-815 14-1000
2 12-18?0 14-525 14-750 14-940
3 14-585 14-1175 14-1380 14-1565
4 12-980 12-1560 12-1765 12-1940
5 14-1230 14-1865 16-90 16-295
b 14-105 14-790 14-1050 14-1280
7 14-830 14-1525 14-1800 16-50
8 12-640 12-1310 12-1570 12-1810
9 14-590 14-1190 14-1450 14-1680
10 12-810 12-1415 12-1690 12-1940
11 14-630 14-1240 14-1510 14-1750
12 14-415 14-995 14-1260 14-1485
13 12-720 12-1215 12-1415 12-1595
1* 12-1930 14-420 14-615 14-780
15 12-1740 14-210 14-415 14-580
16 12-80 12-570 12-780 12-960
1" 12-540 12-990 12-1220 12-1390
18 12-1610 14-80 14-300 14-485
19 12-665 12-1060 12-1255 12-1415
20 12-1060 12-1420 12-1605 12-1790
21 12-760 12-1115 12-1300 12-1475
22 12-1875 14-260 14-445 14-620
23 12-510 12-980 12-1150 12-1345
24 12-1840 14-280 14-480 14-680
25 14-1350 14-1755 14-1925 16-100
26 12-1900 14-340 14-505 14-670
27 14-1040 14-1470 14-1675 14-1865
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TABUB III ( continued)
DAT.k SHBE?
Stmln-'Oad Readings






HUM9XK 2000. 35000 50j20£ 65PO0 80000 95000
1 14-900 14-1210 14-1375 14-1525 14-168C 1^-1820 14-1975
2 14-530 14-875 14-1060 14-122: 14-1380 14-1535 14-1700
3 14-610 14-975 14-117C 14-1340 14-1510 14-1665 14-1840
K 14-1800 16-60 16-165 16-265 I6-36O 16-440 16-515
B 14-720 14-830 14-815 14-800 14-790 14-760 14-710
Q 16-20 16-170 16-170 16-165 16-170 16-16C 16-120
a 14-980 14-1240 14-1350 14-1450 14-1550 14-1650 14-1730
4 14-1310 14-1660 14-1850 16-25 16-205 16-370 16-540
5 14-970 14-1190 14-1280 14-1370 14-1490 14-1590 14-1690
6 16-360 16-510 I6-560 16-610 16-690 16-730 16-870
7 14-1680 14-1805 14-1850 14-1910 16-0 16-105 16-210
a 16-1110 16-1220 16-1260 16-1320 16-1405 16-1510 I6-I63O
q 16-500 I6-58O 16-590 16-610 16-680 16-760 16-860
10 14-1045 14-1110 14-1115 14-1140 14-1200 14-1275 14-1350
n 14-1920 16-50 16-80 16-135 16-215 16-300 16-410
12 14-620 14-790 14-830 14-890 14-980 14-1070 14-1170
13 14-1810 16-50 16-155 16-255 16-370 l6-*J-80 16-590
1* 16-135 16-490 16-670 16-820 16-980 16-1125 16-1270
1 14-1900 16-170 16-280 16-370 16-475 16-560 I6-630
I'- 14-1730 14-1850 1^-1870 14-1875 14-1835 14-1890 14-1850
14-1530 14-1635 14-1640 14-16M) 14-1640 14-1630 1^-1510
ll 14- 14-755 14-855 14-950 14-1041 1^-1120 14-1190
15 14-890 14-1230 14-1410 14-157^ 14-1740 14-1890 16-50
16 14-1190 14-1530 14-1705 14-1350 16-10 16-150 16-300
17 14-1870 16-175 16-320 16-450 16-585 16-700 16-840
18 14-1480 14-1800 lk-1965 16-115 16-265 16-400 16-550




14-1390 14-1610 14-1705 14-1790 14-18% I -1970 16-35
1 -735 14-1030 14-1130 14-1235 14-1 55 14-1470 lii-1535
83 14-1130 14-1315 14-139*; 14-1470 14-1560 14-1650 14-1730
2k 16-145 16-315 16-410 16-480 16-5^0 16-645 16-715
14-1500 14-1840 1^-1980 16-100 16-230 16-360 16-475
26 14-1140 14-13^0 14-1490 14-1585 14-1685 14-1785 14-1875
27 14-1950 16-175 16-2^0 16-365 I6-455 l6-<40 16-630









8-2 8~: 8-715 8-1 . 8-1
8~: 8-1155 8-I4OO 8-1775 8-1 8-1
4 6-1185 L64O 6-1815 8~ 8-3 8-485 8-
5 6-1685 8-175 8-j .70 8-915 3-1
'
6 35 8~9o0 8-1 8-1890 io-:
7 8-540 uc 8-2 .. 3-1850 io-: 10-510 -^55
8 S~*60 8-; 8-1 8-1 8-1795 45
8-]. 8-7 8-1 8-". 8-1 950 -110
• 6-1 3~: 8-990 8-1385 8-1
.
50
6-U35 8-i 3- 8-8 8-H 8-&




L895 8-' 8- 8-i 8-
L175 8-: 8-i 8-!
3-970 8-:. 8-U
8-1 8- 3-r 8-: -
8-8
ft-; 8- -- •
"0
-
- 955 - - -
.










t« of 3'/l6 fl Noiainal Deflect
Back I-
5




3 545 10- 10-
| 12-445 12- 12- ..-- . . -
• 12- 12- i. *.— ..
C .570 - i r
35 . 505
A to- - ! 12-11.
J 8-' 8- -




8 8- ; 50 8-. 8- •
9 6-r 760 •
• 8 -•!'. 8-1130 8-1 8-L
11 8- 8- 8-' 8-535 8*5 8- 8*- r 8-:.
8-6 8- . 8-', i
8-1 8-'- 8-,. . 8-. 8-570 $-*i 8-:
U 8-750 8—1,140 .>6C
n <70 12-' 5 12-4
F 10-875 10-1075 1070 1080 -1075 - .040 IC
G 12- :>45 12-300 : 105 •
H
"
...30 12-J 95 12-780
15 8-1 3-1865 \25 -
6-1 8-3 8- 8-470 8-635 8-8. 8—1
17 8-98-: 8-1 815 8-1' . • -
18 L2- 12- 12-460 a-13 • ...













12-i - - •






i H-445 H-560 U-760 U--' 955




4 16- 16-605 750 16
'
•
5 160 16- 390 -1165
6 95 16- 16-640
'
7 >6C H-950 1/1-1 ^ H-U' 14-1" 14-
8 u . 555
'
55
9 u- ..15 .
.-1050 ' u- 14-1875
11 Ui-1% . - 16-
-67f
12 U
U-1075 14-1-35 U-1X -
U U-19 16-] • ] -
15 lr • . -415 ! -
14-1390 • -
17 H-* H- . - . tL^lv
18 16-. -360 .
560 16-690 -
• 14 • ... - ,35 •]
-
'
L( " }L:. ' u-
U-1TO u- U-l* 00 - -
&J .U-U75 U-l# U - - 1-v
14-785 u- 14-- •340 14-
U - ' 14 ' 14- 14-
a 14-1*05 -1260 - 14-
.
14-U -
U-U' u - .-1750
«8 U-U75 H-16&5 - U-ll - " -










X U-1C u u- . • u-u U-1645
14-178
5
Of 14-1990 16- - 16-155 -
t
> 16-1110 16 .. 16-15 18-
4 5.5 . MO 16-04 . 18 U30
5 16-1345 '6-1510 16-160 16-184-0 18-
6 16-1360 -1575 16-1780 18-440 18-:
7 16-" 400 16-610 16-425 k6-1215 0240
730 940 16-1150 '-1375 .. 16-:
9 16-0219 16-iao 16- 16-1915 18-45
IC 16-830 16 - 16-144 i: 1535
11 16-0130 16- 16- 16-1930 •1770




U ?20 16-1055 • L90 -0.340
790 3 -
• 925
17 U-1510 U-17 Ur 14-1770
ia 16- 16-1220 -
-
. . :~1270 .95
20 Url7 L4 ' 1
"





14-1510 -1590 u- -
27 16-40 135 -33 16- 18- .
L6- 515 16--.










3 -70 100 u- -
. u-
B u~ie 85 Li 14-1705 . -.635
C • 14-10C0 • 14-
D -1545 -1615 14-1690 14-1760 u-ie.
4 U-l . U-1155 - 5
5 14-1020 14-10, . 30 14-004 14
6 14-115 . 12. 12-1855 1
7 14-660 14-550 14-450 14-. H-.
8 U-570 12-, 12-0*0 - -
V 12-., . -30 •196(5 10-18 10-17 -'.690
10 10-1880 10-17
.
10-1590 -1475 -1370 1280
11 H~?40 14-591? 14-450 14-330 14-
12 U-172 5 14-1620 U-15. 14-14 14-1340 1275
13 U-l' 14-1065 14-1050 14-1045 .-1040
U U-t45 U-970 .00 U- H-13 : 14-1470
1 16- 16-, 16-280 16- 16-44-0 -510
f I4-L44O U-I4IO 14-1390 .-1370 14-1345
G U-1795 H-17 14-1670 90 14-156$ H-I525
H U-1085 U-1135 U-1195 »u U-A*
15 14-85 U-ZI5 14- 14-495 o30 755
16 14-1685 U-1835 14-1975 115 . -
17 14-1985 - 16-275 16". 350
70 »5 -0 0.10







23 15 U-15: -









Plate of l/4- -tic:
OKI 70 30*' fi
IB U- •- U42JS 14-1- U :
16-2^5 345
3 690 u- 14- u- *-4~
A -45 195 -




4 14 u- ;
5 . 14-1180 •
6 -
-
ia- 14- H- .
7 14- 14- - 14-
8 10-18 .-: • '50 3C
9 ~. 583 . 12-
.. •
-45 - - 10-10
.
] -
. 75 u-.. -




U iu-iy U-16 M 18-;




F U- - 3 J_4"*"—»- U-1260 14-1100
C -1480 -1450 65 KJ U-
. 1*442 14-14 14 14-1580 .715
15 14- 14-995 14-11 14- ' 35 14-1530
16 16- 16- 16-'
-
7 55
17 16-815 16- - 16 16 15 16-
18 16-4 16- . 16-365 16-:
19 14- U-16' 14--1':' -6785 •30
14 .16-10 16- 16-
21 16-; 16-430 16-540
. ^ U-M 16- 175 1 -
14- ( 16 165 )
4











Plate cf Zero nominal reflection te of 1/8" Nominal Deflection
Load in !ttps Load in Kips
Gage
Number 20 1*0 60 60 1 2C 40 60 80 100
1 785 570 855 1135 1390 250 500 750 1000 1750
1 110 220 375 435 5lo 200 400 ^00 600 1000
1 197.5 395 590 785 950 225 45o 675 900 1125
1 245 495 7a0 1185 ?1|0 480 720 1200
1 145 ?65 430 560 680 710 475 640 850 10(55
1 195 390 585 785 9'^-S ! Wt.S 1132.5
3 ?to OUO ooO 680 1095 750 5oo 755 10 1260
3 105 370 550 735 920 275 450 o70 895 1120
3 202.5 U05 6o5 807.5 1007.5 237.5 475 7U.5 50 1190
« 205 410 675 830 1035 250 495 745 ,0 1240
4 2C6 . 625 830 1035 735 470 710 945 1180
4 205 410 625 630 1035 242.5 .5 7.5 7.5 1710
5 700 400 800 1000 770 545 815 1090 13o0
5 215 u?5 640 850 10 140 760 470 560 700
5 207.5 417.5 670 8^5 1030 705 417.5 617.5 875 1030
6 205 4io 610 870 1020 375 o55 985 1310 164o
240 480 770 iO 1200 50 170 305 445
6 722.5 1*5 665 6yC 1110 1*7.5 3*7.5 595 ,-.5 1047.5
7 200 boo 800 1000 370 730 1070 1390 lc>70
7 :>ou uou 610 830 35 TOO 330 480
7 200 4oo 605 815 1020 707.5 1*7.5 635 1075
8 180 390 670 855 x0l5 360 700 1035 1345 1630
8 180 365 555 760 980 70 175 310 480
8 180 377.5 58?.!S 07.5! 997.5 390 o05 8? . 1055
9 720 440 660 1100 350 1070 133:? 1635
9 150 330 530 740 930 - 70 - 15 t 50 100 +?
9 185 385 595 810 1015 165 337.5 575 747.5 947.5
10 170 370 580 800 1030 375 7*0 1090 1470 1?
10 150 330 530 740 960 10 70 170 770
10 160 350 555 770 >95 1S7.5 375 795 985
11 160 34c 54o 740 9 370 770 1060 1375 1700
11 175 370 580 790 1005 50 70 155 775 10
11 167.5 355 5oo 765 977.5 710 395 607.5 &?$ 1060
1? 150 405 570 760 ic 330 000 970 1270 15
19 700 505 7*0 950 1770 30 100 700 3?0 aoO
1? 1*5 U05 6US B55 1110 180 380 585 795 1010
Strains in Micro-men Per Inch
P indicates gage on front face
!3 indicates gage on back face


































U o. &L r>x
!J<1
t>Bl jncnft no •sag «**so2br
•sal jfoad no •3*$ ••tar.
•ulev ne»a e»cteo£bn£ m
l£i (Coat.)
Plat© of Zero Nominal ^-eflection Plate of 1/8 n Nominal deflection
Load in Kips Loac in Kips
Gage
Number 20 1*0 60 80 100 20 1*0 60 80 100
33 155 315 1*75 650 (DO 270 530 780 1020 1250
13 220 1*30 61*5 860 1080 130 275 105 560 710
13 187.5 372.5 560 755 955 200 1*02.5 7.5 790 980
lit 18C 360 51*0 720 900 21*5 1*90 720 91*5 1150
11* lvO 380 560 71*5 225 ido 660 860 1050
U* 185 370 550 732.5 910 235 1*67.5 690 902.!> 1100
IS 205 U10 825 1030 255 510 750 980 1180
15 165 335 500 670 835 230 i*60 685 900 1100
15 185 372.5 560 71*7.5 932.5 ?1*?.5 1*85 717.5 9i*0 111*0
16 255 5oo 7k$ 980 1210 295 555 800 1030
16 li*5 285 h30 580 230 1*50 650 85o 1050
16 200 392.5 7.5 780 91*5 262.5 502.5 725 91*0 1155
17 270 5ii0 810 1080 1360 265 520 775 1020 1265
17 95 200 320 1*1*0 565 190 360 560 720 930
17 182.5 370 565 760 962,5 7.5 1*50 °.s 870 1097
18F 205 U10 615 820 1150 21*0 1*85 730 970 1210
18B 205 1*15 6*5 830 1200 200 1*05 610 810 luiO
li 205 1*12.5 620 825 1175 220 1*1*5 670 890 1110
19F 200 1*00 600 805 1050 230 690 925 1160
19S POO 1*00 600 yo : : 1080 110 225 31*0 1*50 530
W* 200 1*00 600 805 65 170 31*2.5 505 687.!> 81*5
90F POO 400 jOO 800 1000 250 500 755 1010 1260
Id 210 1*20 O30 81*0 1050 115 235 350 1*70 590
?0M 205 1*10 615 820 1025 182.5 3o7.5 552.5 71*0 925
21F 220 1*1*0 655 870 1090 21*0 1*85 730 970 1220
195 395 595 790 990 170 3i*o 520 690 870
207.5 1*17.5 625 830 101*0 205 1*12.5 625 830 101*5
22F 180 300 51*5 730 910 21*5 1*90 735 >80 1230
22B 225 1*50 080 905 1130 150 310 1*65 620 780
22>1 :, .5 1*05 612.5 817.5 102c 197.5 1*00 600 600 1005
23F 185 370 550 71*0 925 260 520 790 1060 1320
23B 220 uiiO 90 1105 110 2?5 31*0 1*50
23H 202.5 1*05 605 1015 185 372.5 565 755
2hF 1?0 390 580 775 870 270 9x5 8?0 1090 1570
2l*B 225 l*5o 675 900 1120 105 220 330 1*1*0 520
2l*M 207.5 420 627.5 7.5 101*5 187.5 36 575 705 101*5
2SF 165 335 . 665 900 21*0 1*80 725 960 1210
?5b 195 390 600 830 111*0 170 3l*c 520 690 870
180 3^ 550 71*7.5 1020 205 1*10 0^2.5 825 10uO
Strains in 'icro-Inch Per inch
P indicates sage on front face
B indicates gage on back face
K indicates mean value
i in
I*o±aoM N8V anl«a cnoS lo set.
toES a:
MO







»0£'3 i(o*d no *%*% sn
TaBL" IV (Cont.J
Plat* of Zero Nominal inflection Dlate of 1/8" Nominal reflection
Load in Kip*> Load in Kips
Gage
Nuaber 20 ao 60 80 100 20 1*0 60 80 100
26F 1VC 3' 1 570 760 955 215 1*30 660 900 1135
?6B 180 370 750 91*0 130 200 390 520 650
26* 185 375 565 755 91*7.5 172.5 31*5 525 760 892.5
27F 195 390 5«5 780 >0 250 510 765 1020 1275
27B 165 335 510 6^0 1000 115 230 350 570 680
?7M 160 51*7.5 735 101*0 182.5 370 557.5 795 977.5
28F 190 380 575 765 1080 21*0 1*90 735 y60 1220
28B 16$ 335 5io 685 590 200 1*00 605 810 1010
26M 180 357.5 51*2.5 725 1035 220 1*1*5 670 895 1115
A 150 275 390 500 620 11*5 290 1*20 530 620
D U*0 260 375 1*80 605 150 300 W 560 670
..• 11*5 tff.5 382.5 -;90 L2.5 11*7.5 295 1*27.5 51*5 61*5
B •IS -35 -60 -95 -11*5 -10 -?0 -1*0 -80 -11*5
C -25 -55 -90 -125 -170 -00 -10 - 75
-K -?0 -1*5 -75 -110 -157.5 - 5 -10 -20 -1*5 -110
1 80 165 250 335 U15 150 285 1*15 530 620
I 100 200 3o0 1*00 500 11*0 270 395 505 <9>
- 90 182.5 275 362,5 1*57.5 11*5 277.5 1*05 517.5 607.5
F -30 -00 -100 -11*0 190 20 i*o 60 60
-20
-<*o -70 -95 135 * 5 10 10 -10 -60
-
-25 -50 -85 117.5 .5 125 25 35 25 -30
Strains in Micro-Inch Per Inch
F indicates gage on front face
B indicates gage on t>ack face
Indicates mean value

















Plata of 3/l6H Nominal Deflection Plate of 1/4" Norainal Deflection
Load in Kips Load in <ipa
topi
Number 20 40 60 80 100 20 UO 60 80 100
IT 215 435 655 875 1115 225 fall 600 785 1010
IB 480 720 960 1220 255 500 720 940 1200
m 225 457.5 687.5 917.5 1167.5 240 1*57.5 600 .5 1105
?f ?30 450 675 900 1035 240 475 705 915 1065
n ?$0 735 975 1125 475 705 915 1055
m 240 470 705 3?.5 1080 240 475 705 1060
3F 250 500 750 1000 1140 250 725 935 1110
3B 240 480 720 965 1130 r>:>5 510 730 935 1090
3M 245 490 735 982.'5 1135 257.5 500 727.5 935 1100
UF 270 540 81 1080 1390 310 865 1115 1810
fcl 240 470 710 99* 1*30 ^50 490 7?0 930 1500
* 255 505 760 1015 1310 51*5 792.5 1022.5 1685
5F 305 610 925 1230 1420 410 ?10 1175 1510 1820
m 75 150 ??5 310 600 ?0 45 95 165 310
5H 190 380 575 770 1010 215 427.5 635 837.3» 1065
fi 400 810 1220 lo20 17i40 •600 1100 1580 2000 2700
H -70 -115 -110 -90 100 -200 -320 -380 -390 - 90
ft 165 347.5 555 765 920 200 390 600 805 1305
7F 470 935 1400 1300 I960 560 1070 1540 1970 2570
7B -140 -21*5 -315 330 -125 -2?0 -360 -4*0 -460 -270
7M 165 3U5 542.5 735 917.5 170 355 550 755 1150
8F 450 885 1290 16 1760 520 990 1440 18 2200
8B -1&0 -270 -320 -3' -155 -300 -530 -69O -8' -550
ft 145 307.5 4*5 680 802.5 110 230 375 530 825
44o 860 1260 1640 1710 60 uoo 1580 tt$0 2430
9B -90 -165 -210 -195 60 -?> -480 -620 -700 -500
fM 175 347.5 &$ 722.5 160 310 480 775 960
10F 620 1120 1560 I960 23 560 1060 1560 fOJgO
10B -110 -180 -0 -140 +200 -300 -52. -690
-7! -500
10M 260 470 61 920 If! 130 280 435 625 925
11F 490 950 13' 1760 I830 1100 JO 2L 2400
11B -130 _ff -2 -M - 10 -no -530 -7( - 10 -480
11* 180 3o5 565 770 910 150 450 640 960
U50 990 1300 16. 1660 520 1000 1460 1990 2160
-35 -50 -45 10 230 -220 -3V0 -510 -600 -100
^ 7.5 470 377.5 850 945 >o 305 475 1030
Strain Micro-Inc/i per Inch
F indicates ga^e on front face
B indicates fraee on back face



































"late of 3/1^" Nominal Deflection
Load in Kips
%%m g£ 1/4" Nocinal reflection
Load in Kips
Gage
Number 20 ho 60 80 100 20 60 80 100
13F 330 660 1000 1330 1700 440 64O us 1560 2710
13B 85 180 280 400 Tj>k) -20 -40 .40 -20 200
13H WT.5 1*20 64O 865 If 210 400 575 770 1455
li*F 275 550 830 1105 1500 350 >Q 9^ 1230 2600
li*B 265 5io 720 990 1300 260 510 740 960 3160
urn 270 530 775 1047.5 11*00 305 585 84. 1095 2fi
1SF 290 550 780 1000 1900 285 545 795 1035 1200
15B 260 515 760 1005 1845 265 51*5 795 1040 1300
1* ?7> 532.5 770 100?. 5 1872.5 285 545 795 1037.5 1250
lif 290 560 790 1010 1310 a^o 480 710 920 <0
16B 275 530 760 970 1265 280 560 830 1075 1210
1* 282.5 51*5 775 990 IK .5 240 520 770 997.5 HOC
17? 235 470 705 94O 1160 ; 300 1*00 600 800 860
17B 235 1*70 705 9UC 1180 290 565 630 1070 1230
171' 235 470 705 940 1170 ?i*5 482.5 715 935 1045
18F 285 570 855 1U*0 14>0 300 570 815 1050 11*05
18B 215 430 650 860 1080 230 445 84O 1065
lfiM 250 5oo 752.5 1000 1265 265 507.5 73?.5 945 1235
19F 220 440 665 890 13i|0 260 505 730 960 1380
19 B 100 ?05 310 405 275 100 195 290 380 l*5o
19M 160 322.5 487.5 647.5 307.5 180 350 510 670 915
Ml 185 370 560 ?40 950 150 305 460 620 960
20B 1?5 ?60 385 520 705 160 325 485 65o ! 80
2CK 155 315 47?.
5
630 827.5 155 315 472.5 635 920
21F 120 245 370 495 700 70 150 255 390 630
?1B 2l*o 480 720 950 1160 220 440 670 880 960
?1M 180 362.5 51;5 722.5 930 12*5 295 462.5 635 795
22F 160 320 490 685 1050 165 285 445 710
22B li*0 300 4>0 630 800 160 320 480 820
?2M 150 310 490 657.5 9?5 120 2U2.5 382.5 542.5 765
?3F 150 295 450 630 1000 40 120 ?25 36S 6ii5
?3 q w 410 735 830 190 390 580 770 880
?J 177.5 352.5 525 682.5 915 115 255 1*02.5 7.5 762.5
J?iiP 170 335 505 685 990 250 485 720 jQ 11*50
2l*B 240 U8C 720 920 1170 30 65 130 235 1*50
?ltf 205 407.5 612.5 802.5 1080 140 275 o*5 7.5 ©50
25F 80 175 ?85 44O 690 -20 -25 290
?5B 300 585 860 1095 1330 220 440 660 880 100.0
190 380 572.5 767.5 1010 100 207.5 330 470 645
Strain in Micro Inch Per Inch
F indicates page on front face
uiicates £a<?e on hick face



































Plate of 3A6B Nominal Deflection
Load in Kips
Plate of 1/U W Noainal Deflection
Load In Kips
Gage
tafeor PO i*o 60 80 100 20 1*0 60 80 100
?6F 170 31*5 515 700 975 160 220 320 1*50 780
26b ?30 koO 700 820 970 11*0 280 2*20 560 61*5
POO 1*02.5 607.5 760 972.5 125 250 370 505 717.5
27F 21*5 5oo 770 60 15 220 u30 625 315 i860
?7B 170 330 5oo 600 570 120 235 31*0 1*50 51*0
27M 207.5 1*15 635 830 1060 170 332.5 UA2.5 632.5 1200
28* 310 590 850 1080 1310 260 500 730 ?31*0
?8B 235 l*5o 6'uo 810 950 200 3>0 590 780 20.00
PflM 27?. 5 5?o 71*5 91*5 1130 230 2*2*5 660 865 2170
A liiO 275 iiOO 510 730 IPC 230 350 1+60 800
D 170 32*0 ayo 910 liiO 280 ulO 51*0 890
- 155 307.5 uX6 570 620 13^ 255 380 500 81*5
B -50 -?0 -135 -190 -315 -IOC -180 -225 -275 -385
C - 5 -10 -2!.: -100 - 55 -75 -100 -115 -190
m
-27.5 -1*7.5 -72.5 -107.5 -207.5 77.5 -127.5 -162.5 -195 -287.5
170 350 1*65 000 980 160 320 2*70 605 2005
K 115 730 3i*o U55 710 110 225 335 1*1*5 151*0
- 12*2.5 290 412.5 527.5 81*5 135 272.5 l*0'^.5 525 1772.5
F +10 +10 5 -25 -90 -^ -95 -130 -IdO -31*0
G -70 -125 -160 -21*5 -370 -75 -230 -315 -375 415
-




strain in Hicro Inch Par Incn
ldicatss gase on front face
B indicates gage on back face
M indicates t&ean value
M0l aoJ n±«*tJ













































Calculation of tne Mean Strain
Plato of Zero Nominal Deflection Plate of 3A6M Nominal Deflection
20 1*0 60 80
Strain (Micro-inch Per































































































































Sum 120.2 250.3 392.9 50l*.6 639.3 138.3 277.0 1*17.3 570.1 708.1*
Mean Value 185 381*.5 60l*.8 775 982.5 212.8 u26 61*2 7^ 1090
Plate of 1/8" Nominal Deflection late of 1/1*" Nominal Deflection
Strain (Hi cro-inch Per Inch) Strain (Micro-inch Per Inch)
11.1 22.3 ^3.7 45.0 56.0 12.0 2?.a 32.? 1*2.1 56.1
11.6 23.3 35.o 47.0 58.5 12.5 21*.6 36.0 U6m 5U.3
11.8 23.9 35.3 1*7.0 58.7 13.6 26.3 38.3 1*9.8 79.1
9.8 19.8 30.0 1*0.8 51.9 10. r 20.0 30.6 1*0.8 61.5
10.0 21.0 31.8 1*2.8 53.7 8.1* 18.0 27.2 37.
7
57.3
9.5 19. 30.2 1*1.5 53.0 5.5 11. o 18.8 • 41.1
8.0 16.8 .? 37.2 1*7.3 7.8 15.? 23.7 37.3 .8
9.? 18.7 29.0 .7 49*2 6.7 11*. ?1.9 31.3 .2
10.5 19.7 30.2 liUi 53.0 7.5 14.3 »,5 3?. 1*8.0
9.5 19.5 i .5 6.5 17.0 H.k 36*0 5c.
11.1* 23.0 3U.0 i*i*.3 51*. 11*. 7 ?8.0 faO. .3.0 l?y.0
12.1* ?1*.5 36.0 1*7.0 r.i 13.3 *7 39.1 1*1.0 60.8
135.0 273.0 4l?.i* 551*,5 094.8 133.1 ?ol.li 3 . «•• 788.7
Mean Value 207.7 bfO 633 851 10 20l*.8 uO? 601 613 121?
001
S^i, aoldt>oXls(] It otflX^
001 0*1
(r.
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Calculation of the Average ''iniamiR Strain
Back Face
Gage NOMINAL DEFLECTION
(Kipa) 0" 1/6 » 3/16« V4"
20 8 180 20 -160 - 300
9 150 -20 - 90 - 280
10 150 -110 - 300
Average 16 c -HO - 293.3
Ha: 0.865 -0.564
-1.U30
ko 8 365 80 -270 - 530
9 330 -15 -165 - U80
10 330 10 -180 - 520
Average 341.6 2$ -?05 - 5io
Ratio 0.888 0.059 -0.451 -1.269
60 a 555 175 -320 - 690
9 530 50 -210 ,20
10 530 70 -200 - 690
Average 538.3 90.3 -243.3 - 666.6
Rat 0.891 0.155 -0.379 -1.109
80 8 760 310 -300 - 800
9 71*0 160 -195 - 700
10 740 170 -140 - 790
Average Ih . 213.3 -211.6 - 763.3
Ratio 0.964 0.250 -0.?4l -0.949
100 8 980 480 -155 - 550
9 930 260 * 60 - 510
10 960 270 300 - 560
Average 956.6 336.0 • 35 - 540


































Calculation of the Average liajtiaium Strain





(Kipa) 0" 1/8** 3/16" l/ii*4
20 u ?0$ &?•£ 255 280
u* 185 235 270 305
Average 195 238.7 26?.5 292.5
Ratio 1.055 1.150 1.232 1.1*29
1*0 1* 1*10 1*92.5 505 51*5
U* 370 1*67.5 530 585
Average 390 1*60.0 517.5 565
Ratio 1.013 1.11*3 1.215 1.1*06
60 1* 625 727.5 760 792.5
u* 550 690.0 775 81*5.0
Average 587.5 708.7 767.5 818.7
Ratic .<7? 1*110 1.1 1.3ol
80 1* 830 967.5 1015 10??.
5
u 73?.S 90?.5 101*7.5 1995.0
Average 781.? 935.0 1031.2 1508.7
Ratio 1.009 1.100 1.179 1.855
100 i* 1035 1?10 XJ] 1685
U* 910 1100 1400 2680
Average fft.S 1155 1355 ??8?



















MEA2TOED AMD CALCULATED A?}
Nocainal Deflection
Average Strain in th* i'lete (aicro-in/in)
Product Stradn-Croaa Sectional Picto Area
riaad&ua strain in Stiffoner*
Strain in Stiffeaero
Average Str&in in the Stiffenere
Product wtridu Cri ctionel Stiffeners
Arcs
Soft of Products OtrsLin-Aroa








18U«4 1926.0 1899.0 1803.0
700 720 KB 750







256.6 323.0 JM M
jacuq /*.0 BBS* *.0
59200 65AOO 64000 58900
600O0 60000 60 60.
-aoo •5400 Nfl -noo
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